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Regional Hydrogen Hubs
to Decarbonize Economy

NPPD’s future generation mix will be extensively reviewed
heading into 2023 as the District continues updating its
Integrated Resource Plan.

Teammates statewide demonstrate the positive influence
public power has on local communities and customers.

			

NPPD proudly partners with many other industries to pursue
clean hydrogen solutions that will facilitate decarbonization.
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Innovative technology upgrades to NPPD’s operations and
community partnerships took center stage this year.

Working alongside other public power utilities, NPPD
mitigates serious ongoing supply chain challenges.

NPPD supports the more involved participatory role of its
wholesale and retail customers in the Southwest Power
Pool’s Integrated Market.

Honoring the lives of NPPD’s former teammates, including
two teammates from Columbus and Doniphan.

NPPD’s latest retirees share their exciting plans for
the future.

A FUTURE
IN HYDROGREN

About the Cover: The Mid-Continent Clean
Hydrogen Hub (MCH2) is a regional project that
brings together many industries — agriculture,
public power, manufacturing and transportation
— to accelerate use of hydrogen as a clean energy
carrier in the region. It will demonstrate many
useful applications for the production, processing,
delivery, storage and end-use of hydrogen.
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OUR FUTURE
GENERATION MIX:
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO
TOM KENT

T

ackling a 1,000-piece puzzle isn’t for the
faint of heart. It takes patience, time
and determination. Many approach
the challenge with a tactical, methodical
approach, sorting out puzzle pieces by color,
shape or edge.
Similar is NPPD’s planned approach toward
what its future generation mix looks like. Though
this puzzle may not have quite as many pieces, it
can be equally thought-provoking and complex.
And, it’s a process we began years ago to
minimize business risk associated with changing
legislature mandates and a
growing national focus on
decarbonization.
Though, of course, we strive
for a mix that is sustainable
and seeks to protect our
environment in the longterm, that mix also must be
affordable, and it must reliably
and resiliently power our
customers’ livelihoods and
businesses. These attributes
are equally important and
remain at the heart of NPPD operations when
any decision is made that may impact customers.
They cannot be compromised, even as we pursue
our goal to become carbon-neutral by 2050.
And so, we are taking a long, hard look at
our options.

IDENTIFYING ALL THE PIECES
Puzzle solvers know how frustrating it can be
to get close to seeing the complete picture only
to realize a piece is lost or missing. As we update
our Integrated Resource Plan, it’s absolutely
paramount we think about all pieces of the puzzle
to identify our best path forward when adding
to or altering our current generation resources
in a way that provides immeasurable value
to customers. Low-sulfur coal and a possible
relicense at Cooper Nuclear Station remain
incredibly valuable pieces to the puzzle.
Yet, almost every day, new
opportunities and challenges
come to fruition.
Weather events are growing
more frequent and impactful,
stressing the nation’s current
electric grid and affecting
generation performance at a
time when we need to ensure
the proper balance of load
growth and generation.
New technology is
frequently introduced,
providing us with methods to increase
efficiencies, resiliency and sustainability
through digitization, efficient
electrification and alternative energy
generation solutions. Solutions like advanced
nuclear generation, of which more than 60 new

The potential is
limitless, and perhaps
most exciting is that
NPPD is a leader in
this space.

technologies are currently under development.
Alternative fuels like biomass or biochar.
Ag-related collaborations that help us further
decarbonize our mix by offsetting carbon through
carbon capture and sequestration. Exploration of
hydrogen production, transportation and usage
through electrolysis at CNS or within a newly
created Mid-Continent Clean Hydrogen Hub that
would create numerous environmental, societal
and economic benefits within Nebraska. And, of
course, renewable energy projects like community
solar and battery storage within our retail towns
and working with Monolith Materials to acquire
the 100% renewable energy they desire to
fully operate.

LEGISLATION & COLLABORATION
One such opportunity that tears down
several barriers for NPPD and its partnering
public power utilities is the recently introduced
Inflation Reduction Act (IRA), a truly historic
piece of legislature which will provide cost-based
incentives for public power to further pursue
research and innovation in many of these areas
to bring about transformation even more quickly
and affordably.

The potential is limitless, and perhaps most
exciting is that NPPD is a leader in this space. At a
Customer Meeting last fall, we heard from Electric
Power Research Institute Vice President of Energy
Supply and Low Carbon Resources Neva Espinoza,
who confirmed NPPD’s accelerated progress
in innovation against the more than 400 other
companies they collaborate with across the globe.

THE KEY PIECE
This is why I couldn’t be prouder of our NPPD
team, which is doing this great work with one thing
in mind: our customers. In our organization, the
collaborative power of people shines brightly
as our teammates adapt our operations to the
breakneck pace of change we are experiencing
in this industry — change that no utility or
business sector is immune to.
These are the people who take pride in
making decisions based on what our customers
need and expect from us, knowing it is the best
path forward. That it is the only path forward that
ensures NPPD and public power will continue to
be successful well into the future. And, that is
one piece of the puzzle I know we will never lose
sight of.
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Positively
PLUGGING INTO STATEWIDE ACHIEVEMENTS

Helpful
habits Columbus

RMEL President Neal Walker gives
award to Amber Smeal.

NPPD teammates supported
the Habitat for Humanity
in May during a two-week
“blitz build,” of House #13 in
Columbus. NPPD’s Emerging
Leaders Employee Resource
Group (ERG) brought and
served the builders lunch
May 6 during construction.
The group conducted a lot of
initial preparation concerning
construction materials, as well as
roof work.
Teammates involved in the build
included Drafting Manager Brian
Beck and Corporate Accounting
Supervisor Chuck Keep.
The ERG lunch preparation
group included Retail Billing
Leader Tammy Osten, Innovation,
Transformation and Change Team
Leader Tim Kacena, Electrical
Drafting Supervisor Arlen Francis

Teammates
participate in a
two-week building
blitz. NPPD’s
Emerging Leaders
prepare lunch for
the crew.

and Corporate Physical Security
Coordinator Sherry Peterson.
Habitat for Humanity of Columbus
Executive Director Lori Peters
shared the organization is thankful
for the great relationship it has
with NPPD. An NPPD teammate
has sat on their Board of Directors
for many years, and Keep is this
year’s president.
Meanwhile, Project Management
Organization Manager Travis Hill
leads the organization’s Veteran

RMEL recognizes
Smeal for rate work

Devon Borchers and family share a proud moment at the Nebraska Shrine Bowl.

In May, Pricing and Rates
Project Lead Amber Smeal
received the Emerging Leader
Award from the Rocky Mountain
Electric League (RMEL). Smeal
was nominated by Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer Laura
Kapustka. The award recognizes
high potential individuals with
five to 10 years of experience in
the electric utility industry.
Recipients are applauded for
the significant contributions
they’ve made within their
organizations and the
qualities they possess which
align with future leadership
success. Specifically, RMEL
recognized Smeal for her
work in the development and
communication of NPPD’s rates
to wholesale customers, her
work on special rate projects,
and her participation in NPPD’s
Emerging Leaders Employee
Resource Group.
This is the second year in a
row an NPPD teammate has
won, and Smeal is the fifth NPPD
teammate to earn the award.

Scotus Central Catholic High School 2022 graduate Devon Borchers,
son of Corporate Cyber Security Senior Systems Analyst Lisa Borchers,
played in the Nebraska Shrine Bowl June 4 in Kearney. Players are
selected based on their demonstration of character and leadership, on
and off the field.
Borchers was on the winning team, with a final score of 17 to 15. The
theme of the event was “More than a game.” All players spent time with
children from the Shriners Hospitals that week, also participating in the
Shrine Bowl Parade.

Columbus

Repair Program, which conducted
a large remodel project in
October alongside another NPPD
team. Hill also hosted a meal at
NPPD to raise additional funds for
Habitat for Humanity this year.
Finally, Retail Senior Business
Analyst Carol Torczon led
another building activity with
department colleagues Oct. 19,
assembling picnic tables for the
organization to use at Habitat for
their meals.

Peck rightfully picked for award Columbus
During the annual Destino Dinner in Omaha on Oct. 13, Diversity and
Inclusion Manager Yesenia Peck received the Family and Community Award
from the Latino Center of the Midlands for her work in improving the lives
of Latinos across the state. Peck has volunteered for more than 17 years
with the Nebraska Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and is president of their
board of directors. Peck is also serving her second term within the Nebraska
Commission on Latino-Americans. NPPD was a Silver Sponsor at the dinner.

Yesenia Peck and Special Assistant to the CEO Ken Curry celebrate a community award.

Nebraska Shrine Bowl winner
Columbus

Nuclear nod
of approval

Cooper Nuclear Station
In July, a group of teammates
from Cooper Nuclear Station’s
North American Young
Generation in Nuclear (NAYGN)
Chapter – one of the plant’s
Employee Resource Groups – attended the Nuclear Energy Assembly/
NAYGN Professional Development Conference in Washington D.C.
While learning about nuclear in today’s climate, these teammates also
accepted the “2021 Best Up and Coming Chapter Award” from the
National NAYGN Chapter.
Those in attendance were Technical Analyst Devan Standley, Nuclear
Operations Support Coordinator Jacque Grauerholz, Chemistry
Technician Zandra Blankenship (Chapter Vice President), and Plant
Chemist Liz Kelly (Chapter Membership/Networking Officer).
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Pope recognized
for lifelong
dedication to
industry

Eddleman goes
above and beyond
Doniphan

Director of NERC Reliability
Compliance Tony Eddleman
received the Rocky Mountain
Electric League (RMEL) Industry
Leadership Award last fall for his
leadership efforts and countless
contributions and impact on the
NPPD organization. As RMEL
states, winners are “standout
performers who consistently go
the extra mile for the company.”
Eddleman was also recently
the recipient of the 2022
Electricity Information
Sharing and Analysis Center’s
(E-ISAC) Electricity Security
Service Award in honor of
Michael J. Assante. For this, he
received multiple nominations
recognizing his commitment to

Columbus

Tony Eddleman (l) stands with Zachry
Sustainability Solutions President Mike
Kotara after accepting RMEL award.
excellence and work ethic.
Finally, on Dec. 1, Eddleman
was given the Annual HERO
Award from the Midwest
Reliability Organization for his
work advancing the concept
of “Highly Effective Reliabiilty
Organizations” (HERO)
throughout the region.

Special Assistant to the
Vice President Pat Pope was
recently given Honorary Life
Membership from the Rocky
Mountain Electric League.
Individuals receiving this
honor have demonstrated
vast knowledge and
accomplishments in the electric
utility field and dedication to
their work. Pope has spent
more than 40 years with the
District, starting his career as an
electrical engineer in 1979. He
assumed the role of president
and CEO in 2011, a position he
held until 2021. His tenure was
influential in helping Nebraska
maintain its public power
structure and securing NPPD
as one of the most reliable and
low-cost utilities in the country.
Pope’s other career accolades
include serving on boards,
committees, and task forces
throughout the industry.

Left to right: Chad Sedlacek, Jacob Murphy, Tyler Meins, Keith Goeden,
Lucas Cox, Chris Clausen, Peter Drozda, Turner Korth, and Victor Huerta

NPPD sweeps Lineworker Rodeo Broken Bow
In late July, teammates participated in the 9th annual Lineworkers
Rodeo at the Custer County Fairgrounds in Broken Bow. This was the
largest rodeo to date, with 16 Journeymen teams and 28 Apprentices
in attendance. Bassett Local Manager Todd Keller helped prepare the
District’s entrants. Those representing NPPD brought home 10 awards
total, sweeping the “Journeyman Overall” placings.

Pat Pope applauded for service.

R E G I O N A L

HYDROGEN

HUBS

to help decarbonize economy

D

id you know the U.S. set a
goal to have 100% clean
electricity by 2035 and
a goal of net-zero emissions by
2050? Or that 63% of Fortune 500
companies have set 2050 targets
for carbon reduction?
NPPD is proud to be part of
the Electric Power Research
Institute’s Low Carbon Resource
Initiative to conduct research,
development and demonstration
activities surrounding low- and
zero-carbon energy technologies
that will help enable economywide decarbonization by 2050.
The initiative will help identify the
nation’s current state of efforts,
technology needs, and remaining
gaps to drive action and investment
in decarbonization forward
alongside other pivotal members.
Organizationally, one of NPPD’s
strategic priorities is to ensure
a smooth transition to lower
carbon generating resources
using existing, new and alternative
generation resources to meet
its own net zero carbon goal
by 2050. Of course, the most

important aspect of this specific
goal is to do so in a manner which
does not affect affordability,
reliability or resiliency.
“No one — not NPPD, not
public power and not the energy
industry — is immune to these
federal mandates, and the only
way we can achieve them is by
working together with the big
picture and our shared goals in
mind,” said Lincoln Generation
Research Senior Program Manager
Roman Estrada. “This includes
Nebraska utilities as a whole,
but also our customers, other
industries such as transportation
and agriculture, and at a higher
level, the Department of Energy
(DOE) and many other national
organizations.”
While the nation places
increasing restrictions on carbon
emissions, Congress has also
implemented several bills which
set the pace for carbon reductions
alongside methods in which to
accomplish them. For example, the
Federal Infrastructure Investment
and Jobs Act includes $8 billion
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Generation
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ELECTRIC GRID
INFRASTRUCTURE

Gas
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Metals
Production

Heat/Distributed
Power

Chemical/Industrial
Processes

NPPD is collaborating with several industries within the region to identify far-reaching uses of clean hydrogen to accelerate
decarbonization goals, boost Nebraska’s economy and enhance the quality of life for Nebraskans everywhere.

for the development of at least
four Regional Clean Hydrogen
Hubs across America.
As noted on energy.gov, the
hubs will create networks of
hydrogen producers, consumers
and local connective infrastructure
to accelerate the use of hydrogen
as a clean energy carrier that
can deliver or store tremendous
amounts of energy. These hubs
will actively demonstrate the
production, processing, delivery,
storage, and end-use of hydrogen.

MCH2

Nebraska was one of the first
states to get on board. Last March,
(now former) Gov. Pete Ricketts
signed into law LB 1099, which
enlisted the Nebraska Department
of Economic Development to
assist in creating the Nebraska

11

Hydrogen Hub Industry
Working Group.
Never an organization to ignore
an opportunity for transformation
and innovation, NPPD immediately
began to develop what has now
become the Mid-Continent Clean
Hydrogen Hub (MCH2), which
will include Nebraska and other
nearby states. Acting as the
direct contact to the DOE, NPPD
was responsible for developing
a concept paper of how the hub
would function, as well as steps
for initial development. NPPD is
joined alongside the Nebraska
Farm Bureau, Monolith Materials,
Tallgrass Energy, Union Pacific
and Werner Enterprises. These
entities are joined by many more

organizations in committees
focused on agriculture, energy,
transportation, and environment
considerations, including social
and economic impacts of the
project. Should the MCH2 gain
official hub designation, up to
$1.25 billion in federal funds would
be available for projects within the
regional hub.
Fortunately, Nebraska is well
positioned to be designated as
a primary location for a hub due
to the state’s existing, centralized
distribution infrastructure and
diverse generation mix.
Alongside the project’s
primary goal of decarbonizing
the economy through the
participation of many industries
including energy, multiple other
benefits abound for Nebraskans,
from creating new products

and markets for our ag industry
to improving quality of life
and providing high quality
jobs, feedstock diversity and
food security.
“Meeting our customers’ diverse
needs is our utmost priority, and
we’re providing them immense
value by increasing optionality,
ingenuity and collaboration in
how we generate and deliver
electricity,” said Estrada. “While
these hydrogen hubs are part
of the solution to position us for
a lower-carbon world, we also
have opportunities with other
clean or alternative fuel sources,
energy efficiency, electrification,
grid modernization, and of
course, continued technological
advancement and digitization.”
NPPD continues researching
new generation strategies, from
exploring use of corn stover and
red cedar as potential fuel types at
Gerald Gentleman Station (GGS),
and the possibility of replacing
Sheldon Station Unit 2 with a
bubbling fluid bed biomass fuel
source, which is undergoing an
engineering study and shows a lot
of promise in adding non-carbon
generation to the District’s
generation mix.

ELECTROLYSIS

In addition, the District is
considering electrolysis, or the
process of using electricity to split
water into hydrogen and oxygen,
at Cooper Nuclear Station which
would produce what is called pink
hydrogen through the nuclear
fission process. Green hydrogen
can also be produced through
renewable resources, and blue
through generation resources like
natural gas and other fossil fuels.
“Less than 2% of hydrogen
produced in the U.S. today is by
electrolysis, and instead is mostly
produced through natural gas
reforming and coal processing,”

need photo

said Estrada. “This presents huge
opportunities for NPPD to explore
the production of hydrogen from
carbon-free electricity, which would
be used to create valuable products
and support the rail and trucking
industries through use of hydrogen
fuel cells and renewable diesel.”
Many synergistic opportunities
for partnership may result from
the hub, including significant
endeavors for economic
development. For example,
Monolith Materials will produce
large amounts of hydrogen during
its manufacturing of carbon black,
which can be converted to green
ammonia and sold regionally for
ag fertilizer.
All projects listed above
could benefit from the federal
dollars associated with a clean
hydrogen hub designation, not
only accelerating carbon capture
technologies at existing fossil
fuel facilities like GGS, but also
through the investment in clean
hydrogen power generation and
energy storage.
“The icing on the cake is the
recent passing of the Inflation
Reduction Act, which may
provide us with additional
funds and means in which to
implement many of these clean
energy projects at a critical time
when we need to steadily move
forward to meet federal, state and
organizational decarbonization
goals,” said Estrada.

As noted on energy.gov,
the hydrogen hubs
will create networks of
hydrogen producers,
consumers and local
connective infrastructure to
accelerate use of hydrogen
as a clean energy carrier
that can deliver or store
tremendous amounts
of energy.
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Community solar sees continued growth statewide
CUSTOMER HAPPENINGS & HIGHLIGHTS

AFTER
BEFORE

DCC control room
gets massive upgrade
Up until 2022, Doniphan
Control Center (DCC) was
operating on some of the same
technology put in place in 1993.
The map board, which shows
the location and status of the
high-voltage transmission
system in Nebraska, was
originally built in the early 1990s
and made up of movable mosaic
tiles. Although advanced for
that decade, in recent years,
the labor-intensive process
to update it became a glaring
problem. Surely, there had to be
a better way!
Thus, plans for an upgrade
were conceived. The map
board remodel project officially
launched in 2018 to bring the
control room into the 21st
century. As with many major

undertakings, however, budget
and design challenges reared
their ugly heads. Almost as soon
as the team overcame these
obstacles, they faced an even
bigger setback – the pandemic.
Even with COVID-19, some
pieces remained in motion.
The project team had done
a number of tours of control
centers prior to COVID taking
over the globe; therefore, they
were able to gather needed
information to architect the
correct solution for NPPD. A
consultant was also engaged for
further planning.
Finally, early this year, nearly
four years’ worth of work came
to fruition as the updated
70-foot-long, 11-foot-tall video
wall began installation. For

seven months, the team moved
into a smaller room typically
reserved for training while
construction was underway, or
spent time in the backup control
center. In late summer 2022, the
improved room was unveiled.
Now, a few months in,
operators are thoroughly
enjoying the modernized setup.
Making display modifications
is more seamless than ever,
meaning power system updates
can be implemented quickly,
rather than days or weeks later.
The video board shows trends
and graphs, as well as the status
of lines in a greater capacity
than before, and the ergonomics
of the area are top-notch.
Overall, the pain of the change
was well worth the outcome!

In June, a ribbon cutting
was held for NPPD’s newest
community solar project and
battery energy storage system
in Norfolk. The event, hosted
by NPPD, the city of Norfolk
and solar developer N Solar,
welcomed approximately
50 people and honored all who
worked diligently to complete
the 8.5-megawatt solar project.
The project is Nebraska’s
largest to date and was
developed by N Solar, a threecompany partnership that
includes Mesner Development,
GenPro Energy Solutions and Sol

Systems. It will enable Norfolk
residents to purchase the energy
produced at a fixed price to
offset standard retail electricity.
“Interest in community solar
continues to grow within
NPPD’s retail service territory,
and this project serves as a
model for other communities,”
said General Manager of Retail
Services Pat Hanrahan.
“It’s a tremendous milestone
to complete this solar facility,
commission our first utilityscale battery storage unit,
and see additional growth of
solar projects in several other

NPPD retail communities, as
well,” he said.
Other recent projects include
a 3.2-megawatt community
solar project in York which was
celebrated with a ribbon-cutting
ceremony Oct. 20. Also on the
horizon is a 1.5-megawatt solar
project in Ogallala, which is
expected to be operational
in early 2023.

Deshler mural
depicts memories
of county fair
Served by Norris Public
Power District

Who doesn’t remember attending a small-town county fair at least once in their life? For Hebron
resident Jamie Luttrell, it’s these memories she wanted to preserve for others to enjoy. Deshler,
located on Highway 136 in the southern part of Thayer County, is home to Luttrell’s Vintage Fair Scene
on the outer wall of the Fourth Street Tavern. The mural’s focal point is the former ag hall destroyed
in the 2003 tornado. Luttrell is known for her indoor and outdoor murals, and this outdoor mural is
special for her as it highlights memories of the county fair site, including the historic hall.
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POWER PARTNER SUMMIT

Eventful Connections
NEBRASKA STATE FAIR

AUDIENCE: Nebraskans of All Ages
SUCCESS STORY: This year’s
Nebraska Power Association (NPA)
booth included fun energy education
activities such as the Little Lineman
Rodeo, virtual reality goggles and
a grid simulator circuit activity.
Fairgoers got the chance to see an
electric vehicle up close and personal.
NPA’s booth shared the many benefits
of public power, such as reliability,
affordability and sustainability.

NEBRASKA OPEN

AUDIENCE: Energy Partners & Educators
SUCCESS STORY: NPPD coordinated the 31st
Nebraska Open tournament, held at the Elks
Country Club in Columbus, to raise funds which
provide opportunities for community college
students to complete their degrees, continue their
studies, or simply jump-start their educational
journey. The 18-hole scramble allows representatives
of sponsor companies to pair with professional
golfers in town for the tournament. Approximately
$75,000 has been given to these five community
college systems within NPPD’s service territory.
This event truly is the perfect marriage of business,
industry and education.

COMMUNICATOR’S WORKSHOP

AUDIENCE: Wholesale Partner Communicators
SUCCESS STORY: NPPD values its relationship with its
wholesale partners and focuses on providing them with
helpful resources they can use throughout the year. To do this,
the Corporate Communications team meets regularly with
wholesale communicators to discuss the how, why, and when
of electric utility communication. This year in Kearney, they
discussed social media, cyber security, supply chain challenges,
and they also heard directly from communicators from
Southwest Power Pool.

S

COMING TOGETHER
DURING SUPPLY CHAIN CRISIS

ome say nothing brings people closer than going
through tough times. One of the biggest challenges
NPPD and its customers currently face revolves
around supply chain issues. Therefore, the District hosted
a Power Partner Summit Aug. 5 in Kearney to discuss
how best to collectively move forward.
Twenty of the District’s wholesale customers
attended to learn from each other and discuss
possible opportunities.
After the Summit, teams were formed and work
began on all workstreams, especially planning and
executing critical supplier meetings. Led by Strategic
Sourcing Specialist Paige Stacy and Procurement
Supervisor Rob Hotovy, seven critical suppliers presented
recommendations to manage current market constraints.
The meetings were held virtually Oct. 31 and Nov. 1, with
24 utilities participating statewide.
“We are working to strengthen relationships with our
suppliers to mitigate disruption, rather than being a
passive customer attempting to weather it,” said Hotovy.
“The fact we came together with strong participation
from our power partners and critical suppliers is a big
step in the right direction to help mitigate supply chain
concerns,” added Stacy. “Next steps include summarizing
what the audience heard and strategizing with our power
partners on the smartest steps to move forward as one
public power community.”
Strategic Sourcing Manager Tami Weber, summarized the
quality outcome, saying, “The genuine dedication portrayed
by personnel shows the true commitment to the District’s
mission and vision, and the continued success of public
power and our customers.”

Three workstreams were
borne from the Summit:
Workstream #1 - Inventory
transparency solution. Benefits
include the ability to source key
components in a time of need,
move excess or obsolete inventory,
publicize excess inventory, and
share specifications for common
inventory items.
Workstream #2 - Engineering
standardization for critical material
and equipment. Benefits include
an alternate specification to use in
times of emergency, eliminating the
need for specialized equipment, and
simplifying the manufacturing process
for suppliers.
Workstream #3 - Plan and execute
a strategy around identified critical
suppliers. Invite key suppliers
and decision-makers from the
manufacturers to a virtual event
where each would present a list of
strategies public power could execute
to improve the overall procurement
experience, especially lead times.
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CHANGING
ENERGY MARKETS

frequently called upon. Yet, in its bid to remain
competitive against others in the industry, the
District knows to remain a trusted partner of
choice among its customers, it must provide them
with the services, products and collaboration they
require to be successful and pass additional value
to their own end-use customers.

Creation of Demand
Response-Related Rates

NPPD customers to gain market experience

J

ust as anyone can now control their energy
use and costs through technology like
programmable thermostats or time-of-use
rates that incentivize energy consumption during
times of low load (like in the middle of the night),
NPPD’s retail and wholesale customers will soon
be able to play a more significant role in how they
choose to generate and consume electricity.
Demand Response (DR) isn’t something new.
Irrigation customers have used NPPD’s Demand
Waiver Program for years to save costs and reduce
their water usage when NPPD needs to curtail load
during times of high temperatures or energy use.
Yet, times are changing, just as fast as
technology is. It’s something the Southwest
Power Pool (SPP) is keenly aware of, especially

It’s why NPPD is consistently developing new
special rate products that allow customers
greater access and participation in the SPP
market – something that ultimately benefits them
financially, while allowing NPPD an intermediary
role between the customer and SPP. And so, NPPD
has been exploring new DR opportunities that
allow for greater flexibility using customers’ load
control capabilities and controllable loads behind
the meter.
A big driver of the creation of these new
rate products are Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) Order No. 719 and 2222. The
former is already in effect and has eliminated
some barriers to DR participation in organized
energy markets. The latter will further expand
DR opportunities and level the playing field with
the additional participation of Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs) in the market. DERs are small

as weather
patterns grow
more adverse,
generation
capacity gets
stretched, concerns
spark regarding nationwide resiliency, and the
need deepens for flexible
loads and generation that can
respond quickly to planned or
unexpected grid events.
NPPD has performed
exceedingly well in the SPP
Integrated Market, thanks to its
diverse generation mix that is

Paving a new path forward
Modernizing the nation’s electric grid doesn’t
happen overnight, but it does happen with
determined teammates who understand the
important role NPPD can play by including
customers every step of the way.
NPPD did just that this year during a firstof-its kind Rapid Innovation Sprint, a fiveday workshop that helped teammates and
customers get their arms around Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) Order No. 2222
and the growing inclusion of Distributed Energy
Resources into the Southwest Power Pool’s
Integrated Market.
The workshop allowed teammates to dig deeper
into how to incorporate solutions to FERC Order
No. 2222 into everyday operations, including:

• How best to manage risks and rewards
• Which innovative strategies to implement
and technologies to adopt to ensure optimal
efficiencies and economies of scale
• How best to analyze historical and future
opportunities using data
• Ways to develop a one-stop shop platform and
communication device that interfaces with all
participants, shows a dashboard of current
performance and real-time energy usage, and
ensures ease of transaction
• What sort of multidisciplinary team is essential
to the project’s longevity and success

• How best to utilize market and industry
expertise for the team’s benefit
“We realized it’s important not just to learn how
others address change and transformation in our
industry, but across all industries,” said Senior
Innovation, Transformation and Change Team
Lead Jeff Kosch. “We set the bar high and left
nothing off the table when exploring how to create
a solution that best connects customers to the
services they are demanding while still remaining
heavily engaged in the process.”
Six wholesale customers participated in the
workshop, and their feedback spoke volumes.
“Our customers want to partner with NPPD on
this new opportunity available to them – they don’t

want the outside help of a third-party organization
to enter the SPP market,” said Kosch. “And, that’s
great news for us – we identified many ways
we can partner together and create a platform
that benefits all and provides the scalability and
sustainability we need.”
Though much was accomplished during those
five days, conversations are far from over.
“We have a lot of work to do to educate
customers on this new way of balancing load and
generation, to ensure we implement this solution
in a fair and equitable manner, and to expand the
technologies needed to expertly approach this
solution,” said Kosch.
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ALWAYS HERE TO

FIND INNOVATIVE WAYS TO
BALANCE CUSTOMER AND
ENERGY DEMANDS

“Many situations in which they might offer their
resource into the market are short-term —
10 minutes or less before the grid is able to
stabilize itself and rebalance load and generation,”
said Columbus Pricing and Rates Supervisor Scott
Jackson. “Ideal participants include commercial,
industrial, cryptocurrency or irrigation customers.”
While there are obvious financial benefits
to the participating customer, as well as the
ability to access and offer their resources into
the market, other benefits include improved
management of grid congestion and ensuring
power is safe, reliable and resilient for everyone
within the SPP footprint.
While just one retail customer is participating
in the pilot project and the true outcomes of the
project are yet to be determined, NPPD has already
This year, NPPD began promoting a Demand
a similar special
power
product
fortariff
retail can
ResponseResponse
Pilot ProjectResource
in which up(DRR)
to threeas
retail
A Demand
defined increated
the Southwest
Power
Pool
(SPP)
customers
of
its
wholesale
customers.
customers may
participate. If customers
can respond
be comprised
of controllable
(or flexible)
loads, behind the meter generation, or a combination
turn, NPPDmix
worked
fourin
rural
within
10
minutes
of
being
called
upon
in
the
market,
of both and will transform how utilities manage theirInresource
andwith
loads
thewholesale
future.
customers this past summer on an irrigation SPP
they may contribute either their controllable load or
DR simulation that sought to better understand
behind-the-meter generation into the market, where
The itdevelopment
of a DRR rate product will allow NPPD,
its Wholesale Partners and their endirrigation load control in addition to NPPD’s Demand
is dispatched similar to traditional generation
use resources.
customers
to and
form
unique
partnership
an innovative
for all
parties
Waiver Program
as it relatesway
to overall
response
in to
NPPD
Thea Energy
Authority
work and provide
benefit
financially
if
the
end-use
customer’s
load
can
be
managed
successfully
as
a
DRR
in
the
the market, financial performance and more.
with the customer to offer the DR resource into
“We recognize there is massive opportunity in this
day-ahead,
real-time
energy and ancillary
SPPSPP’s
Integrated
Market
(IM).
space,
and we want to set ourselves up as not just
service markets based on customer-specific
an expert
in thisto
area,
also a partner
who is open
and
customers
haveDistrict
flexibility offering
over
Withparameters,
Nebraska
Public
Power
DRR
products
ourbutWholesale
Partners
for
to new ways of thinking, doing and performing in the
which markets to participate in, how much or how
use with their end-use customers, it will help to sustain public power and the relationship
market – ways that include our customers side-bylittle controllable load to offer (no less than 500
between
the end-use customer and their Wholesale
Partner while limiting the ability of thirdside with us on the journey,” said Jackson.
kilowatts), how frequently they offer it and more.
power generation or storage technology that can
provide an alternative to or enhance the traditional
power system. Examples include wind, solar, energy
storage, energy efficiency and electric vehicles in
the market.
While FERC Order No. 2222 isn’t expected to
be in effect until 2024 or beyond, NPPD strives
to be a leader in the industry. Noting these
changes on the horizon, teammates began
identifying how to collaborate with customers
with controllable load or DERs and with SPP,
whose goal is always to adequately balance load
and generation in real-time.

A Retail Demand Response
Pilot Project

party aggregators from coming in and building relationships with those customers.

HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1
DER rate customers
sign up to either reduce
energy use or use their
resource in times of
extreme demand

STEP 2
Electricty demand
surges, for example
due to extreme
weather

STEP 3
DER customers
either power up or
power down their
resources

STEP 4
Reduced demand
helps balance
supply and demand
and stabilizes the
electric grid

STEP 5
Customers can
financially benefit
by using their
resources

HONORING LIGHTS THAT SHINE IN OUR HEARTS & MEMORIES

Remembering a longtime
teammate and friend
Columbus Part-Time Board Meeting Logistics
Coordinator Fred Chittenden passed away
July 16. Chittenden began his career with the
District in 1962 as a draftsman in Lincoln. He later
moved to Columbus and held positions as an
administrative assistant, purchasing manager and
facility services supervisor. After retiring in 2011,
Chittenden assumed his most recent role.
“Fred was the epitome of service and loyalty
to NPPD. After retiring, he continued to come
back two days a month to help with Board
meetings, simply because he loved NPPD, and
he loved to be needed. Whenever asked to
do something, he never said ‘no’ — no task
was beneath him. Always positive, cordial,
professional, reliable — he was always there
when we needed him!” said Columbus Executive
Assistant Jan Modelski.
Columbus Building Maintenance Technician Ted
Wemhoff echoed these sentiments, adding, “Fred
was a guy who always
had time for you. If you
came to his office and
asked for a minute, he
would spin away from
his desk and tell you to
have a seat. He was a
good listener, and if he
didn’t have the answer
to your question, it
didn’t take long, and
he found it. Fred was
a true friend and
FRED CHITTENDEN
someone I’ll never
forget.”

GLENN “GENE” WHITEHEAD

Celebrating an important,
vibrant teammate
Doniphan Control Center (DCC) Senior Systems
Analyst Glenn “Gene” Whitehead passed away
Sept. 1 from a prolonged illness. Whitehead was
hired by the District in 1995 as a programmer
analyst II. He spent his entire NPPD career at
Doniphan and held titles such as network analyst
and systems analyst. His most recent role was
assumed in 2013.
“Gene has been an important and vibrant
member of the DCC,” said Doniphan System
Control Technology Manager Dirk Ludwig. “We
will miss him more than words can express. Gene
was not just a superb coworker, but a great friend,
as well.”
Vice President & Chief Information Officer
Robyn Tweedy shared similar kind words about
Whitehead’s legacy, saying, “He was a great talent
and did some amazing work. Most recently, he
worked on the automation of the communications
for load shed that wholesale customers will now
receive. Gene was certainly a valued member of
the team whom we will miss dearly.”
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HONORING LIGHTS THAT SHINE IN OUR HEARTS & MEMORIES

CLARENCE
BRUNKHORST

MAX
COMSTOCK SR.

Retired Kearney Substation
Supervisor Robert Speicher, 93,
passed away May 25. Robert
began his NPPD career in 1966
and retired in 1993.

Retired Gerald Gentleman
Station Warehouse Attendant
Donald McConnell, 89, passed
away April 1. Donald began his
NPPD career in 1977 and retired
in 1997.
DONALD
McCONNELL

RICHARD
SLEMONS

WILLIAM
NOLL

Retired Cooper Nuclear Station
Nuclear Support Karen Mowery,
76, passed away June 19. Karen
began her NPPD career in 2001
and retired in 2011.

EMMETT
BENDIX

JANET
VETICK

Retired Cooper Nuclear Station
Engineer V Donald Reeves Jr.,
81, passed away June 22. Donald
began his NPPD career in 1984
and retired in 2002.
DONALD
REEVES JR.

RICHARD
McMULLEN

D’ETE
HALDIMAN

DAVID
FITZGERALD

Retired Columbus General
Office Custodian Janet Vetick,
81, passed away May 18. Janet
began her NPPD career in 1980
and retired in 2003.

DONNIE
WALTERS

Retired Columbus General
Office Part-Time Secretary D’Ete
Haldiman, 86, passed away
July 21. D’Ete began her NPPD
career in 1974 and retired in
2002.

Retired Columbus General Office
Senior Drafter David Fitzgerald,
68, passed away June 19. David
began his NPPD career in 1976
and retired in 2018.

Retired Kearney General
Utilityman Emmett “Pete”
Bendix, 96, passed away May 8.
Pete began his NPPD career in
1966 and retired in 1987.

Retired Cooper Nuclear Station
Material Controller Donnie
Walters, 71, passed away Aug. 31.
Donnie began his NPPD career in
1988 and retired in 2017.

Retired Beatrice General Clerk I
Dot Cornelius, 90, passed away
July 8. Dot began her NPPD
career in 1975 and retired in 1991.

DOT
CORNELIUS

KAREN
MOWERY

Retired Gerald Gentleman
Station Chemical Supervisor
John James passed away
Aug. 30. John began his NPPD
career in 1970 and retired in
1996.
JOHN
JAMES

MERLIN
WRIGHT

DARLENE
MILLS

Retired Columbus General Office
General Accountant William
“Bill” Noll, 91, passed away
May 3. Bill began his NPPD
career in 1957 and retired in 1987.

LEON
DEUNK

Retired Cooper Nuclear Station
Chemistry Technician Merlin
Wright, 80, passed away
June 28. Merlin began his NPPD
career in 1976 and retired in
2012.

Retired Kearney General Clerk I
Darlene Mills, 90, passed away
May 27. Darlene began her NPPD
career in 1969 and retired in
1995.

Retired Cooper Nuclear Station
Utilityman Richard Slemons, 97,
passed away April 12. Richard
began his NPPD career in 1973
and retired in 1987.

Retired Sheldon Station Lab
Technician Leon Deunk, 84,
passed away Aug. 11. Leon began
his NPPD career in 1969 and
retired in 2004.

Retired Canaday Plant
Technician Clifford “Cliff”
Jarecke, 68, passed away
June 24. Cliff began his NPPD
career in 1985 and retired in
2018.
CLIFFORD
JARECKE

ROBERT
SPEICHER

Retired Kearney Regional
Manager Clarence Brunkhorst,
94, passed away Aug. 1. Clarence
began his NPPD career in 1954
and retired in 1993.

Retired Cooper Nuclear Station
Station Operator Max Comstock
Sr., 91, passed away June 22. Max
began his NPPD career in 1969
and retired in 1988.

RICHARD
WALZ

Retired Hartington District Office
Supervisor I Richard “Duke”
Walz, 96, passed away Aug. 1.
Duke was the father of York T&D
Construction & Maintenance
Manager Scott Walz. He began
his NPPD career in 1955 and
retired in 1988.

Retired Cooper Nuclear Station
Nuclear Long Range Planning
Analyst Richard “Andy”
McMullen, 87, passed away
Sept. 19. Andy began his NPPD
career in 1990 and retired in
2005.
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HANGING UP THEIR HATS WITH A JOB WELL DONE

Surrounded by loved ones, Pillen enjoys a bittersweet
retirement party while looking ahead to a family-filled future.

Wellman adds meaningful artwork to her home to
remind her of favorite memories during her career.

Pillen fills calendar with
friends, family

Wellman plans national trips

Columbus General Office Deputy Assistant
Treasurer Christine Pillen hung up her hat after 25
years of investment portfolio and deb administrator
work. Pillen began her NPPD career in 1997 and
retired in May. A retirement reception was held for
Pillen at the General Office May 19, during which
time she accepted her NPPD parting gift – a ladies’
watch. Special guests in attendance included her
husband, Clete; son and daughter-in-law, Todd and
DeAnna, and granddaughter, Callahan.
Pillen plans to spend her retirement days visiting
family in New York and Houston, as well as golfing
and volunteering at St. Bonaventure Church.

Cooper Nuclear Station Nuclear Instructor
Tami Wellman enjoyed her last day at NPPD
June 30. Wellman began her NPPD career in
1986 as a training services clerk. She had 36 total
years of service under her belt upon retirement.
A reception was held for Wellman April 27 at
the Sheridan Training Facility, during which time
she was gifted a mantel clock. Special guests in
attendance included her husband, Darrell, and
daughter, Jacquelyn Kennedy.
A joint retirement party was held for the
Wellmans at the Auburn Eagles Club on April 16,
as Darrell retired in May. The two also celebrated
their 40th wedding anniversary this year. The
couple plans to spend more time outdoors,
working in the yard and garden, as well as visiting
family and traveling within the U.S. They look
forward to working for some local Auburn area
businesses on occasion.

Rev up the motorcycle! Slama is ready to find new favorite
destinations as he travels the world.

The sun has set on Anderson’s time at NPPD, but exciting
new days lie ahead for him and his family.

Slama embarks on new
adventures

Anderson makes time
for hobbies

Cooper Nuclear Station (CNS) Maintenance
Shop Specialist Bob Slama retired Aug. 8 after 36
years of service. Slama began his District career
in 1986 as a CNS instrument & control (I&C)
technician. Though he did not have a retirement
reception, he did receive a men’s watch as a
retirement gift from NPPD.
“In my I&C position, I was in charge of CNS’
Measuring and Test Equipment Program, in which
I helped configure a calibration lab onsite and
provide calibration services to our fossil sites,”
said Slama. “This position was quite challenging
and fulfilling. I worked with many fantastic
people over the years and always appreciated
the teamwork I received, which helped me
find success.”
Slama plans to spend his retirement with his
wife, traveling the country on their motorcycle,
camping and boating. Overseas trips to Europe
and Africa are also a possibility.
“I may begin a new hobby trail riding on a
side-by-side UTV, and providing supervision and
maybe a little manual labor when my grown kids
need me for home projects,” said Slama.

Cooper Nuclear Station (CNS) Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations Loanee/Radiation
Protection Alara Supervisor Dan Anderson retired
Aug. 22 after more than 35 years in both security
and radiation protection areas.
Anderson celebrated his retirement with a
reception June 8 at CNS, where he received a
men’s watch for his years of service. He plans to
enjoy his retirement fishing, golfing, traveling and
enjoying time with his grandkids.

Stay connected with NPPD’s

Retiree Website

NPPD’s password-protected Retiree Website,
located at http://retirees.nppd.com, gives retirees
access to various items of interest, including retiree
club notices, monthly NPPD Board videos and daily
District news, benefits information, the NPPD online
store, and digital publications like this magazine!
Retirees should log on regularly if interested to stay
abreast on the latest District happenings! Trouble
signing in? Contact benefitslist@nppd.com.
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